The present paper is in some sense a continuation of [3] and [4] , Let Mf be the category of manifolds and maps, Mfm be the category of m-dimensional manifolds and local diffeomorphisms, J~M be the category of fibered manifolds and fibered maps, TM.m be the category of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and local fibered maps covering local diffeomorphisms and TM.m,n be the category of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and n-dimensional fibres and local fibered diffeomorphisms. All manifolds and maps are assumed to be of class C°°. (R m ,0) and put
where / :
as h is G^-invariant. That is why the definition of f^h\v) is correct.
The main result of the present short note is the following classification theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let L be an J-J\Amn-natural operator transforming maps f :
Proof. Let a: 1 ,..., x m , y 1 ,..., y n be the usual fibered coordinates on R m x R n . We must define h :
where
= ho F(y 1 ) o F(idnm x i)(a) = h(a).
We see that h is G^-invariant as
Any / : F -> R with dy(f\Yx) ^ 0 is locally / = y 1 + k : R m x R n -»• R modulo a fibered manifold chart. Then because of the regularity it is sufficient verify that
Using the invariance of L and ( with respect to the translations
we see that it is sufficient to show that But we have
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
• At the end of this note we present some applications. Let G : Mf -• TM. be a bundle functor. We have the vertical functor
xeM i£M 
There is the bijection between maps h : GR -> R and FMm^-natural operators L transforming maps f :Y R into maps L(f) : V G Y ^ R. This bijection is "h -+() {h) ". In particular, there is the bijection between maps h '. A -> R and FJ\A.rn,n~ natural operators L transforming maps f : Y R into maps L(f) : V a Y -f R.
In the paper [2] , we described all fiber product preserving bundle functors F : FMm -> FM. of order r in terms of triples (A, H, t) , where A is a Weil algebra, H : G r m -> Aut(A) is a homomorphism group and t : PJn(R m ) = Jo(R m ,R) -> A is a GJ^-invariant algebra homomorphism.
COROLLARY 2. Let F : FM.m -> FM. be a fiber product preserving bundle functor and let (A, H, t) be its corresponding triple. There is a bijection between G T m-invariant maps h : A -• R and FMm,n-natural operators L transforming maps f :Y R into maps L(f) : GY -> R. This bijection is In particular, there is bijection between G r m-invariant functionals h : A -> R and linear FA4m,n-natural operators L transforming maps f : Y -> R into maps L(f) : FY -> R (the linearity of L means that L(f) is R-linear in f).
Let F : TM. m ^ TM. be a fiber product preserving bundle functor and let (A, H, t) be its corresponding triple. Suppose that 
